This document examines some of the procedures and observations that are mentioned, but not fully developed, within the primary article ("Delaying the onset of wetting dynamic wetting failure through meniscus confinement"). Section 1 provides a detailed description of our experimental procedure. Sections 2 and 3 discuss how our wettingfailure data is influenced by liquid viscosity and feed flow rate, respectively, and comparisons are made with similar studies found within the literature. Section 4 illustrates mesh-independence within our two-dimensional (2D) flow model using the finite element method (FEM).
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is designed to minimize errors that may accrue from some of the crude aspects of the system design (refer to figure 1 and the primary article for discussion of the experimental apparatus). The following outline highlights some of the key components of our procedure:
• Experimental series: Shims are used to find parallel alignment between the stationary die base and the substrate roll. Clamps are applied to fix the base position and the shims are removed. Approximately 15 confinement runs (one per confinement gap) are conducted before resetting the die alignment.
• Confinement run:
(i) A confinement gap is chosen at random from 15 possibilities spanning H ∈ [0.1 mm, 10 mm]. The gap is measured between the upper die block and the substrate surface using shims for H < 2 mm and a ruler for larger gaps. Clamps hold the upper block in position and prevent the gap from widening during operation.
(ii) Glycerol is added to the reservoir until the die is submerged (approximately 16 L). during each run.
The experimental series was repeated three times to obtain a suitable sample of critical speeds at the various confinements.
Unconfined Wetting Failure: Viscosity Effect
Values of Ca crit u vary from day to day due to imperfect control of liquid viscosity, µ liq , and ambient conditions (e.g., temperature and humidity). During our confinement runs, we adjust the glycerol composition to tolerate 10% uncertainty for µ liq , which generates a narrow distribution of fluid properties tested over the entirety of the study. In Figure 2 , our recorded critical speeds are well described by a power-law correlation found in Blake & Ruschak (1997) . This agreement suggests that the slight variability in µ liq is primarily responsible for any run-to-run variation seen in critical speed. Note that any effects from variable fluid properties are effectively removed from our analysis because comparisons are made only between confined and unconfined data observed during the same run.
Confined Wetting Failure: Feed Flow Effect
In addition to confining a local region of the wetting meniscus, the coating die also provides a feed flow (Q) to aid in positioning the confined wetting meniscus between the roll and the upper die block. The flow within the small gap generates large drag forces that pull the meniscus in the direction of the substrate motion (Carvalho & Kheshgi 2000) . It is found that Q must increase proportionally with Ca to counteract the increasing drag generated by the moving substrate and hold the meniscus at a steady position. Figure 3 demonstrates the linear correlation between flow rate and Ca while holding a constant meniscus position.
Pressurized fiber coating uses narrow gaps (H ∼ 100 µm) between the coating die walls and the fiber substrate to delay wetting failure to high speeds (Jacqmin 2002) . Reports claim that wetting failure can be resisted to Ca ∼ 1000 so long as the liquid pressure is increased to stabilize the wetting meniscus against the drag from the moving fiber (Simpkins & Kuck 2003 ). Our experimental system shows a similar result (figure 3), where the feed flow rate must be increased proportionally with substrate speed to maintain a steady meniscus position, which can be explained by a simple Couette flow argument (Q ∝ U H). Despite this relationship between feed rate and steady-wetting speed, we observe the onset of wetting failure for each confinement gap to be independent of the feed rate. Thus, we must conclude that, at least within our system, the confinement parameter plays a more significant role in delaying wetting failure than any local pressurization from the feed flow. Furthermore, because our experimental design allows direct, real-time comparison between confined and unconfined wetting exposed to the same substrate and fluids, we can be confident that any relative increase in critical speed is due only to confinement.
Mesh-Independent FEM Solutions
Wetting-line resolution presents the primary hurdle to numerical analysis of 2D wetting flows. Recent works (Wilson et al. 2006; Sprittles & Shikhmurzaev 2011a,b) have identified some factors which hinder FEM simulations of wetting systems from converging to mesh-independent solutions. For instance, strongly imposed boundary conditions at the wetting line (i.e., slip velocity and contact angle) appear to cause larger global errors than the weak form of these conditions (see Sprittles & Shikhmurzaev (2011a) for further discussion). Our FEM study is vulnerable to these errors because we strongly impose velocity and mesh boundary conditions along the interface and substrate. To ensure that we acquire mesh-independent solutions, we have extensively studied the effect of mesh refinement on our reported FEM results.
In this section, we demonstrate the convergence to a mesh-independent solution for our air-glycerol system with λ = 0.1. We focus on the effect of wetting-line resolution achieved by concentrating the mesh while holding the total number of elements constant (N ele = 4000). Resolution is characterized by the element height (∆y cl ) at the wetting line. We include one case with a 300% increase in N ele to show the insensitivity of our solution to the global element count. The selected studies are listed in Table 1 with relevant mesh parameters and resulting Ca crit values.
Solution families are plotted for each mesh study in Figure 4 . The plot shows that computations with a coarser mesh converge to the refined result at low Ca, but then deviate at some finite capillary number, Ca crit . Unfortunately, artificial turning points are produced at Ca crit as a consequence of poor mesh quality. Therefore, one cannot simply rely on the presence of a "critical point" to identify the true Ca crit , but must successively refine the computational mesh until converging to a single value for Ca crit .
As we illustrate in Figure 5 , failure to sufficiently resolve the wetting line can lead to Table 1 .
grossly inaccurate estimates for Ca crit . For example, even a 10-fold refinement of the slip length (∆y cl = λ × 10 −1 ) yields over 50 % error in Ca crit . For the parameters of interest to our air-glycerol system we have achieved mesh independence when the wetting line is resolved three orders of magnitude below the length scale ratio (∆y cl = λ × 10 −3 ).
This heuristic seems to remain valid for the entire range of λ examined within this study (λ ∈ [2 × 10 −6 , 10 −1 ]). However, the necessary mesh conditions for a general wetting system likely depend on θ mic and factors set by the macroscopic flow field. This issue remains under investigation.
